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ABSTRACT
Frame synchronization was extensively studied usually supposing that the bit pattern to
acquire frame synchronization was imbeded in sequences of random bits. In this paper, the
determination of a bit pattern for frame synchronization in digital burst telecommand at
low signal to noise ratio is investigated, considering the a priori knowledgement of a bit
pattern for bit synchronization and the format of the frame. The a priori knowledgement of
a bit pattern for bit synchronization is used to find a bit sequence that minimize the false
probability to acquire frame synchronization. A simple strategy using the aperture
technique is stablished. An egineering model is used to find experimentally the mean
probability of true synchronization after one burst. This initial research to find a bit pattern
for frame synchronization presented good results.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we present our first results on frame synchronization in digital burst
telecommand at low signal to noise ratio.
At low signal to noise ratio bit synchronizers, like the Early-Late Synchronizer, [1], are
necessary and, as it is well known, this type of synchronizers need a long and well defined
bit pattern to acquire and maitain bit synchronization (BPBS).
Due to this the size of such BPBS in our frame is greather than its own telecommand word.
Therefore, the probability of acquiring false frame synchronization in the region of BPBS
must be considered and minimized.
Frame synchronization was extensively studied [2], [3], supposing that the bit pattern to
acquire frame synchronization (BPFS) was imbeded in sequences of random bits.

One of the works [4] consider the existence of BPBS that precede the BPFS, but do not
consider the a priori knowledgement of BPBS.
In this work the equations that represents the probability of false frame synchronization in
the displacement regions are stablished, considering the a priori knowledgement of BPBS,
and in this way minimizing this probabilities.
In the theoretical part os this work the expressions are found supposing that a digital
correlator is used to detect the BPFS.
Considering that the best BPBS for the Early-Late Synchronizer (when the input is a
PCM/NRZ signal) is an alternating sequence of 1’s and 0’s equations that appear in [4] are
modified, as well as new equations are found.
Using this equations and a given criterion, the BPFS is found from a well defined frame.
In the experimental part, a simple strategy to acquire frame synchronization using the
aperture technique [4] is shown.
A prototype implementing such a strategy is used to measure the mean probability to
acquire frame synchronization (to a given signal to noise ratio) after one burst.
Finally, in the conclusions, the main results are discussed and further research is
addressed.
THEORETICAL PART
Figure 1 shows the frame structure that is used in the analysis. Where:
m = number of bit in the BPBS (alternating 1 and 0)
n = lenght of the BPFS
N = lenght of the frame in bits
RB = number of bits in the telecommand word that are considered random.
Where,

m > n + RB

(1)

Considering that the frame of Figure 1 is constantly shifted through a digital correlator, the
following probabilities of false frame synchronization in the displacement regions, can be
defined(*):
(i) Only random bits are in the correlator.
*

The development of formulas that are shown here is similar to that used by [4]

The probability of at least one false detection per frame in the random bits is:
(2)
and
(3)

Where:
F = false detection probability, if only random bits are in the detector
,= number of errors allowed b the correlator

= binomial coefficient
(ii) Bits of BPFS and random bits are in the correlate.
The false detection probability in the displacement region is given by:

(4)

Where:
p = bit error probability
q=1-p
Eb= number of erroneous bits in the BPFS in such way that error due to the displacement b
is zero
b = displacement of BPFS in the detector
(iii) Bits of BPFS and BPBS are in the correlator.

The false detection probability in this displacement position is given by:

(5)
Where:
E'b = number of errors in the BPFS and BPBS in such way that the error due to the
displacement b is zero
Observe that this equation was written considering equation (1).
(iIV) Only bits of BPBS are in the correlator.
The calculation of this false detection probability was done supposing an alternating
sequence of 1's and 0's for the BPBS. This sequence have the characteristic of generating
only two events that can give false detection. The corresponding probabilities of false
detection are SW0 and SW1.
The general expression is given by:

(6)
Where:
Sb = number of bit errors in BPBS such that the error due to the displacement b is zero.
If b is odd, SWb = SW1, if b is even, SWb = SW0.
From SW0 and SW1 the probability of false detection in one frame due to BPBS is:
(7)
Where: > + 8 = m - n + 1

> and 8 represent respectively the number of times that b is odd or even.
(iv) Bits of BPBS and random bits.
The false detection probability in this displacement region is given by:

(8)
Where:
Rb = number of error in the BPBS in such way that error due to the displacement b is zero
b = number of random bits in the correlator
The criterion used to find the BPSF was the exaustive search of bit pattern with all
probabilities of false detection lower than F and with a high density of transitions. The high
density transmissions is required to mantain the performance of the Early-Late bit
Synchronizer.
A program implementing such criteria and using the equations shown before, was written.
In Table I, it is shown the BPSF and the probablities of false detection, that were found
with the following system parameters:
m = 150
n = 23
RB= 39
p = 0.5 x 10-4
S/N= 9 dB
The 39 random bits represent a telecommand code word that belong to a modified
Hamming code (32,7) with the capability of correcting on error and detecting two errors.
The probabilities of false detection RSb, H, H' are function of the displacement b, and in
the Table I only the maximum and minimum value of such probabilities are shown.

From Table I, can be seen that the BPFS have 15 transitions and very low probabilities of
false synchronization.
The higher probability of false synchronization is due to the random bits.
EXPERIMENTAL PART
In this part, a simple strategy to acquire frame synchronization in the burst mode, using the
aperture technique it is shown. An engineering model of such strategy was implemented
and the mean probability to acquire true frame synchronization after one burst was
measured.
The strategy is as follows.
Search Phase
This phase start with the first frame of the burst. This frame is constantly shifted through
the digital correlator and generate at the output a pulse detection signal. This pulse
detection signal initiate a counter that will generate another pulse after one frame period.
The search phase finishes when this latter pulse coincides with the pulse detection
generated by the second frame in the burst.
Verify Phase
In this phase it is verified if at least one of two coincidences between the digital correlator
output and the counter happens. If this event is verified, the next frame in the burst will be
decommutated and decoded.
From this strategy, follows that the burst will use five frames, where, four are used to
acquire frame synchronization and one to detecte the telecommand (supposing that bit
synchronization was already acquired).
In Table II, it is shown the mean probability of true frame synchronization (PTFS) after
one burst as a function of the signal to noise ratio, when the BPFS that was found in the
theoretical part was used.
From the results of Table II we can conclude that the PTFS has a sharp decrease with the
signal to noise ratio. However at the signal to noise ratio of 9dB (used as a system
parameter) the PTFS is almost one.

CONCLUSIONS
From the results we can conclude that the equations of false frame synchronization
derived, considering the structure of the frame and a priori knowledge of the BPBS, as
well the criteria used, generate a useful BPFS that allows work with high probability of
frame synchronization one burst.
However, more research must be conducted, comparing the performance of the system in
terms of probability of the acceptance of the true telecommand word including bit
synchronization, with the proposed pattern.
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